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Mid-September 2017

Australian Brandenburg Orchestra - Banquet of Baroque Music

Australian Brandenburg Orchestra (ABO) in 2018 under the direction of its much-admired
artistic director Paul Dyer are promising ‘a season like no other’. ‘Tales of Baroque’ will be a
banquet of beautiful music, bringing the sweet sounds of the great composers across
centuries and continents to enchant and delight audiences. Read More | Tickets & Venues

BLUE: The Day The Sea Changed is a documentary written and directed by Karina Holden that takes
us on a provocative journey into the ocean realm witnessing a critical moment in time as during the
past forty years the oceans of the world changed dramatically due to the impact of industrialisation
and selfishness. BLUE will screen in Australia and New Zealand October 12. Read More | Tickets

At Melbourne Recital Centre on Sept 9, the Australian Brandenburg Orchestra with Jamie Hey on
period cello alongside Bart Aerbeydt from Belgium on natural horn and led by Paul Dyer paid tribute
to Haydn, Mozart + Friends. ‘Classic masters met Modern Maestros’ more than a rich and resonate
experience a symphony of the sublimse. Sydney until September 23 Read More | Buy Tickets

The now famous Arnolfini Portrait by Flemish painter Jan van Eyck will be at the National Gallery,
London 2 October 2017 – 2 April 2018. The exhibition Reflections: Van Eyck and the Pre-Raphaelites
showcases the 'preferences and visionary vanities of half a dozen boys’, men who blew the
nineteenth century art world in England apart. Read More

Mirusia has sung in some of the great venues of the world for hundreds of thousands of people,
including heads of state and royalty. She has exceeded all boundaries, showcasing her ability to sing a
variety of beautiful works from many different traditions. Her Album From the Heart has been
released in time for her Melbourne concerts at the end of this week. Read More | Book Tickets

Australia’s leading architectural commission arrives in Melbourne this Spring, offering opportunities
for citizens and visitors to attend an outstanding array of FREE events. Located in the Queen Victoria
Gardens October 3, 2017 to February 4, 2018 MPavilion takes its inspiration from an ancient
amphitheatre transposed for contemporary times. Read More | Events

Oboist Nick Shay Deutsch, pianist Duncan Gifford and bassoonist Lyndon Watts reports Rose Niland,
came together in August 2017 to perform Beethoven, Previn and Poulenc at Sydney's City Recital
Hall for its long running series of lunch time concerts, a trio of chamber music gems delivered with
freshness, love and musical integrity. Read More

MOUNTAIN, a cinematic and musical odyssey narrated by actor Willem Dafoe from director Jennifer
Peedom (Sherpa) with music by the Australian Chamber Orchestra, commences in Australian cinemas
September 21, a mighty experience not to be missed. Read More | ENTER Giveaway Ends Tomorrow

These days whenever I can I actively practice mindfulness, the quality or state of being conscious or of
being aware, a process that has certainly been around for centuries. We can create a healthier and
happier environment around us by developing our own Smiling Mind. “It’s time to check in with yourself”
across Australia and across the World. Read More

Ali’s Wedding, winner of the Audience Award at the Sydney Film Festival, is a truly original movie that
deserves to become another Aussie classic. An iconic experience, much like Muriel, Priscilla, Dundee,
The Dish and The Castle. It is intelligently told through a great script that has just the right mixture of
drama, comedy and romance with an odd cliché or two thrown in. Read More

Outlander Series 3 developed for television by Ronald D. Moore for STARZ from the books by Diana
Gabaldon is back. Episode 1 shows it has been well worth the wait. This wonderfully written, powerfully
acted, superbly costumed period drama features two main lead characters played by actors fans adore
Claire Fraser or is it Randall (Caitriona Balfe) and Jamie Fraser (Sam Heughan). Read More

Sydney based photographer and publicist Steven Godbee kindly offered his thoughts to the current
debate over the postal vote with a personal account... in the wake of a devastating life event, he says
"...the points Equality Celebrant Randall Berger raises mean a lot of to me" They are about bringing
sense to the debate" Steven said. Vote Yes for Marriage Equality. Read More
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